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I Corinthians 11. I tried to delay it as long as I could, but-- (Laughter)Here we are. It has to do with
the subordination and equality of women. I Corinthians 11. In our ongoing study of I Corinthians-and I know some of you are going to think that this is, you're going to be sitting there thinking, "Boy,
does McArthur love this. I can just tell. He's just all lit up, and he's really eating up every thought
here." I want you to know that I recognize that this is the kind of subject that becomes intensely
practical. You're going to be wrestling with your own self all the way through it.
I'm not so concerned that it be a wonderful homily with all kinds of beautiful points and subpoints and
that it work out in that manner. I'm only interested that you understand the importance and the
meaning of the section from verse 2-16 of I Corinthians 11. We'll not be able to cover all of it this
morning. It's a lengthy section. There are many things in it.
There are some very, very difficult aspects to this particular Scripture. The amount of time invested in
this will probably not be reflected in what comes out just because I'm going to try to simplify it as
much as I can, but it is a very difficult portion. You're dealing with a cultural situation that is hard to
reproduce.
To try to understand exactly what the situation was in the city of Corinth secularly, what it was in the
church of Corinth in terms of the spiritual life, what was going on in the mind of Paul and push all of
that up into the modern day is not easy. We don't have a lot of background.
Then to distinguish between what is cultural and what is fact in terms of God's divine and universal
principle becomes the real issue in the passage. We're going to endeavor to do that today and next
Lord's day and to kind of tuck away this 11thchapter and the first 16 verses, anyway, into our minds of
understanding.
Let me begin with some thoughts to help you understand why we need to deal with this so very, very
carefully. The roles of men and women have become a battleground today. I think all of us are
aware of this. We are constantly hearing about the battle for women's rights. I'm sure if it goes far
enough, we'll have a men's lib to try to gain back some of the ground that's been lost, just because
society tends to always want to equalize itself.

I think Satan is feverishly involved in upsetting the divine order any way he possibly can. It's clear, as
you study the Bible, that God has a divine order in society related to man and woman. Of course,
that is manifest in marriage. It's manifest in the church. It's manifest in every dimension of human
life. God's basic pattern is there are two factors in society--authority and submission. God has
designed that men be given the position of authority and women the position of submission.
It is generally then true that a man, whether he be married or single, must think of himself as
someone who has been given by God a responsibility for authority in one sense or another. A
woman, whether she is married or single, must recognize the fact that in general, as a woman, she
must have a spirit of submission to all men.
Now we don't want to carry that too far. You'll get yourself in a lot of trouble, but the idea is that the
spirit of a woman is the recognition is that she is in the position of subjection to men, whom God has
given authority in the world.
Now if some of you are all ready to bail out, stick around, because there is a lot more to say. What
I'm going to do is not give you opinion. If I have you my opinion on the subject, I couldn't live with
myself. I'd have to duck for the next six months. (Laughter)Rather than give you my opinion, I'm
going to just share with you what the Bible says and let you know that this is not anybody's opinion.
This is God's authoritative statement on the subject.
What has amazed me, however, is that the women's liberation movement has found its way into the
church. In general, for the most part, the church is stupid about the revelation of God. It doesn't
know the Scripture, so it tends to want to jump on every bandwagon. If there is any kind of a
movement in the world, just wait, and it'll get into the church.
It's no different with the women's liberation movement. We now have Christian feminists--whatever
that might be--Christian feminists who are advocating the fact that there is only in Christ equality.
They wave the flag of Galatians 3:28, that in Christ there is neither male nor female. On the basis of
that and on the basis of I Peter 3:7, that a husband and a wife are heirs together of the grace of life,
they postulate the fact that there is no such thing as authority and submission between men and
women either in marriage, in the church, in business, in education, or in any other dimension.
In fact, there are many people who definitely and strongly feel that Paul was nothing but a male
chauvinist. Believe it or not, there are even some so-called Christian people who write books and say
that, in essence, that whenever Paul got on this subject, he in his background had a bad relationship
with his mother or been burned by some lady or something, and so he was-- Whenever he comes to
this subject, he stops giving revelation and fires out his opinion. So they arbitrarily would exchange
the revelation of God for the opinion of Paul every time he talks on this subject, which is rather handy
if you want to get rid of it. Maybe someday in history, people are going to see Paul for who he is, the

great emancipator and protector of women, as God used him to show that though there is--and mark
this--though there is a divine distinction in the roles, there is no distinction in spiritual life. There is no
distinction in the essence. There is no distinction the person. There is no distinction in the worth of
the person. There is no distinction in the emotion or the intellect or the will or the mind or the capacity
or the ability between men and women in terms of what they can accomplish or how they can relate
themselves to God. There is only a distinction in the role that they are assigned within the framework
of society.
Women are not inferior to men in terms of essence, in terms of personality, in terms of thinking, in
terms of anything other than role that they have been assigned. You work at a job, many of you men,
and you are not in any way inferior to your boss. In your intellect, you might even be more intelligent.
In your education, you might even have more. In your aptitude, you might even be superior. All he
has over you is a different title, because he's been there long enough.
In order for your corporation to function, somebody's got to call the shots, and somebody's got to
carry them out. In the church you have elders and deacons. Elders are not spiritually superior to
deacons. They have a different function. We hope there is a spiritual equality in there.
The same is true with a man and a woman. Just because you are the head of the house doesn't
mean that you are in any sense superior and she is inferior in essence or in person or personality,
simply that you have be assigned distinct roles. I think God has accommodated the personality and
the strength and weaknesses of both to those roles.
It's interesting to me that the people who've always used I Peter 3:7, "Heirs together of the grace of
life," want to wave that banner, but they don't want to take the phrase before it in the very same
verse, which says, "Honor the woman as the weaker vessel." How you can possibly just take what
you want out of it and ignore the rest-- You've also got to conclude that Peter threw in his own
opinion now and then, had the same problem. Several books have been written recently on the
Christian Biblical feminist movement. I feel that the church is really going to have to face this issue.
There are many churches now that are battling the issue of should we or should we not have female
elders? People ask me, "What do you think about women pastors?" I always give the same answer.
"I never think about them." This desire to force into leadership in the church women simply because
this is what's happening. The church wants to accommodate itself to society.
These books are coming out, written by women and in some cases by men, saying that whenever the
Bible says this, it's either cultural, it's either Paul repeating his opinion, it isn't inspired by God, or
we're misinterpreting it.

Those who listen to such writers are going to be confused. You're going to have to come up with the
same conclusion that they do. In every case, they ultimately have to say, "Not all of what Paul said is
the revelation of God. Some of it was his own opinion, and when he gave it, he was wrong."
In other words, eventually they must deny revelation. Once you've done that, you have really let the
cat out of the bag. Then they become the judges of which part of Paul is inspired and which is not.
Of course, that's a deadly, deadly attack.
Let me show you some Scriptures to reinforce concept that you're going to learn in I Corinthians 11.
1 Peter 3. I've mentioned it, let me read it to you. 1 Peter 3:1: "In the same manner--" That is, in the
same manner that we are submissive to Christ. In chapter 2 he's been talking about that. "In the
same manner that the church is submissive to the shepherd and bishop of her soul, in the same
manner you wives be in subjection to your own husbands."
That's a simple statement. "Be in subjection to your own husbands." Verse 7 that I mentioned to
you: "You husbands dwell with them according to knowledge." In other words, try to be
understanding with your wife. It's important that you understand her. "Giving honor unto the wife as
unto the weaker vessel." There is a key thing. "As being heirs together of the grace of life." That
simply means as enjoying God's wonderful desire in marriage.
You see there's submission in verse 1 and a weaker vessel in verse 7. Now look at I Timothy 2 and
see another Scripture that relates directly to this particular subject.
I Timothy 2:11, it says this: "Let the women learn in silence with all subjection." Women again are
connected with subjection. Verse 12: "I permit not a woman to teach nor to take authority over the
man but be in silence." A woman is to be in subjection, a man is to be in authority. There is that
same duality. The man is in authority, the woman is subjection. He's talking here particularly and
specifically about the church when it comes together in its assembly, its unified meetings such as
you're experiencing right now this particular Lord's day.
Women are not to teach, they are to learn. They are not to take authority in the church and rule over
men. That's very, very simple. It's very, very clear. Couldn't confuse anybody.
These people say, "Yeah, but that's just cultural. Paul is accommodating Timothy to the particular
culture in which he had to minister." "Oh?" Verse 13 would end that, "For Adam was first born, then
Eve." That's not cultural. God made Adam first and then He made Eve to be a helper for Adam.
That's the way it's always been. Further, Adam wasn't deceived but the woman being deceived was
in the transgression. The woman is the submissive one by creation and by virtual of her weakness in
the Fall that confirms her submissive role.

You can't say, "Well, it's only because of culture." It's because of creation. It is the way God intended
it from the very beginning. I take you further to I Corinthians. We're there this morning. Let's look at
the 14thchapter of I Corinthians in another particular context related to the assembling of the church,
connected with prophesying and speaking in tongues.
I Corinthians 14:34: "Let your women keep silence in the churches. It is not permitted them to speak
but to be under obedience as also says the law." What law? The law of God. It is not just creation, it
is God's Old Testament law that women are to be submissive. This is God's New Testament
standard as well. The law of God says that women are to be silent in the churches and not take
authority. Here in this case not to prophesy or speak in tongues.
Now verse 35: "If they will learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home, for it's a shame for
women to speak in the church." That doesn't mean that a woman can't get up and give a testimony
or make an announcement or something like that, but women are not to take the role of ruling the
church, take the role of being teachers of the church. If they need to know anything, let them learn by
asking their husband. The husband's part of the problem with women is they come and ask you, and
you never know the answer. It behooves you, if they're going to be submissive, to make sure that you
rule for God in your home by knowing something. Very difficult for a woman to do what she ought to
do if you don't do what you ought to do, because she can't find any answers in the Biblical pattern
unless you're obedient.
They'll say again about this, "Oh, that's just cultural again." Or else they'll say, "No, you see, here's
where Paul wasn't inspired. He was getting a little upset here and just shooting off his opinion." Oh?
Look at verse 37: "If any man think himself to be a prophet or spiritual, let him acknowledge the things
that I write unto you are the--?" What? "The commandments of the Lord."
Either Paul's a liar or he's not. He has just made a statement about women in submission, and he
says, "What I'm saying is a commandment of the Lord, and anybody who's spiritual, you'd better
acknowledge it." I conclude that the people who don't acknowledge these truths as commandments
of the Lord are not spiritual. If they're saved, they're carnal.
That's basic. The relationship of men and women whether in marriage, in business, in the church is
founded on the very same principle, the very same revelation of God. The only way to get around it is
to deny inspiration, and when you've done that, you've made Paul into a liar, because he specifically
knew that might happen, so he said, "What I'm saying is indeed the commandment of the Lord."
Really. You can take the books that say that and throw them away, because they don't have an
argument.

Apparently--going back to chapter 11 of I Corinthians--apparently they weren't clear on this concept in
Corinth, and there was the potential of a woman's liberation movement. We don't know how involved
it was, and there's been a lot of discussion, studying history, trying to figure out how far it had gone in
Corinth, but at least it hadn't gone so far that they were smug and indifferent about it. At least they're
asking the question here in chapter 11. They had asked Paul to answer this question undoubtedly,
because is the second of I Corinthians where he is answering the questions they asked in the letter to
him. At least they're open. We don't know how far--but apparently they at least had some kind of
Christian feminist movement.
What it amounted to was this: In the society in Corinth, women who were proper, women who were
modest, women who wanted to make a statement publicly and visibly about their submission to their
husbands, women who were feminine, women who were genteel and wanted to take the role that was
assigned to them in their society wore a veil as a symbol of their submission. That was the symbol-to be veiled.
That particular symbol varied from culture to culture, but in the Corinthian culture veils were the sign
of woman's submissiveness. She was covering herself. She was leaving herself unexposed to other
men by saying, "I belong to my husband. I want no other than my husband. I seek to attract no one
other than my husband. I'm after nothing but what my husband provides for me. It is irrelevant that
you even see me. I'm not interested."
That's how they stated that. We state that in different terms. By the way women dress today, they
are either saying, "Look at me. I'm very interested in being looked at. Check me out." Even when
they're married, they're saying, "Check me out. I either enjoy being checked out, or I may be looking
for somebody else." Or you see a woman who's very, very modestly dressed, and it may be that
she's making the statement--not always true--but it may be that she's making the statement, "I am
already taken, and I could care less about whether you're interested or not."
There are ways in society in which we declare that, you see. It's true. In that society, the way a
woman showed her submission to her man, the way a woman showed the simplicity, purity, and
subjection--even single women who were submissive at that point to a father or whatever--simply in
submission covered themselves. That was the feminine way.
But what apparently happened in Corinthians was sort of an abuse of Christian liberty. Some of the
women, feeling that they were free in Christ, began to throw away their veils. It wasn't burn your bra,
it was burn your veil. (Laughter)
Whenever you see a woman today who doesn't wear a bra or dressed in that manner, that woman is
not a submissive woman. That woman is not radiating a dependence on a man. She is announcing

something to everybody who sees her, and that something is, "Look at me. I'm interested in
something other than what I've got." At least flirting with it.
There are ways in our society that that statement can be made or not made. In that society, when a
veil was on, a woman was taking the place of submission. She was honoring the sanctity of a
woman's virtue and of marriage. We would even go further and to say it was the custom in the
Corinthian society for a prostitutes to be unveiled, because their business was to make sure they got
seen. How could they drum up business if they had a veil on? They would throw their veil aside.
There is another interesting historical note that we find in studying the Corinthian situation. Erdmann
points this out. That is that there were women in the Corinthian society and in much of Roman
society who were making statements against the sacredness of marriage. There was a feminist
movement even on a broader base in the Roman Empire, and women frequently would take their
veils off and cut their hair. The cutting of their hair to look like a man and the throwing away of the
veil was a protest against the inequality of men and women, and it was a statement of their
antagonism toward the sacredness of marriage.
What we're seeing today isn't anything new. It's nothing new at all. You can read it in history. In the
Corinthian situation, the church was right in the midst of a society that was struggling with these very
issues. The word that Paul gives to the church, simply stated, is this: "Look, whatever standard your
society sets up as the way in which you manifest a submissive spirit, you abide by that standard so
that society knows you are following a God-ordained pattern. If it's a veil, wear it. Don't throw it
away. Last of all, don't throw it away in the name of Christian liberty."
This is a problem like meats offered to idols that we studied in the last few weeks. It isn't a problem
today. You threw your veil in some drawer the day after you got married and haven't pulled it out
since. That isn't our particular thing. We're not a veiled society.
Some people have made this to mean hats. The word "hat" doesn't even appear here. For many
years, people thought it was a sin to go to church without a hat. That isn't what it's saying. You can
go to church with a hat. That's wonderful. You can go to church without a hat. That isn't the point.
In our society, that isn't saying anything.
In their society, a veil was a very, very important statement. In fact, it's true today in many places in
the world. I know when I was in the Arab countries, particularly in Amman, Jordan, I saw many, many
women--and also in Cairo--many women who were veiled. Eventually in Amman, I asked the
significance of it. The significance was that it's a sign of modesty and subjection, I was told. A
woman who does not want to flaunt herself. A woman who takes the role of submissiveness wears a
veil as an expression of that submission and modesty.

That's precisely what was going on in the city of Corinth, and Paul simply says in this chapter, "If
that's the custom, you do it, because it is important that you be submissive, and it is important that the
world know that you're maintaining that stand, because it's a divine one."
You know as well as I do people that-- God has sent down a certain style of life that is going to
radiate a believable testimony much more than what we say, right? When the women in the church
there were throwing their veils away, all that would do would be open the door to misunderstanding.
Remember, dress is very cultural. We have to keep it in mind. What is proper in once place is not
proper in another place, and you've got to make some adjustments. The principle here is that women
should conform in matters of dress to that which society says is the mark of a modest, submissive
woman.
Every time I see--there used to be a big deal on this--unisex. They used to have stores where you
could buy unisex clothes. I just recognize that it's difficult--in fact, as I thought about this over and
over again, I had a hard time trying to figure out a modern illustration, because we don't have much
difference anymore. You can't tell from the back anymore because of the hair. You can't tell the kind
of-- It's hard to tell. One good thing today is beards. (Laughter)I've been thinking about growing a
beard just so there wouldn't be any confusion. (Laughter)Next thing you know is, all the men get
beards, women will go out and buy artificial beards.
It's very difficult in our society to find an up-to-date thing, because the distinctions just aren't there.
I've heard people say, "It's a sin for a woman to wear pants, because it says in Deuteronomy 22 that
a woman should never wear 'that which appertaineth to man.'" But beloved, in Deuteronomy 22, men
wore dresses. (Laughter)That doesn't make any sense at all. It's just that today it's very difficult to
make a distinction.
There are ways. You know something, men? We'd better work on them and make sure there's no
doubt, because we want the world to see the pattern that God has designed. Don't seek to look like a
woman, men, and women, don't seek to look like a man. Maintain the femininity that God has
designed. That's what he's saying there.
I'm just preaching. I don't know where I am in my notes here. (Laughter)Verse 2. That's where I'm
going to start. "I praise you, brethren, that you remember me in all things and keep the ordinances as
I deliver them to you."
Paul starts out with a word of praise. That's good, because whenever you get with a very difficult
subject, you've always ought to be real nice. That helps it a little bit. He does that. He says, "I praise
you, brethren." He couldn't praise them for everything, because he's just given them 10 chapters of

stuff he can't praise them for. He's about to give them five more. There's not a lot of things that he
can praise them for, but he says, "I praise you for this, that in all things you remember me. At least
you're open to asking me my opinion. I'm glad that you remembered to consult me. I do praise you
on that. Secondly, I praise you that you keep the ordinances as I delivered them to you."
I think what he's saying--and I'm not going to give you all the background except to say if you check
the word there, "ordinances," it's the word "tradition." As it's used in II Thessalonians 2:15 it is used
to speak of doctrine. Whenever the word "delivered" is used, it is used in connection with teaching
content.
What he's saying there is, "I'm glad that you at least me questions, and you have maintained the
doctrine that I gave you." As you read the whole of I Corinthians, he doesn't straighten them out on
doctrine. He doesn't have to tell them about the deity of Christ or the truth of God or the ministry of
the Holy Spirit. He doesn't have to discuss the believer's life pattern as it operates in _____ Holy
Spirit. He doesn't go into those doctrinal issues, because apparently, they were really hanging in on
those. Apparently, there weren't doctrinal impurities. Chapter 15 may indicate some
misunderstanding about resurrection, but for the most part, they didn't have questions about the deity
of Christ or His saving work. He doesn't have a grace vs. work section in here. Doctrinally, they had
heard and received and maintained, and they were at least consulting him about things. He says,
"For that, I just want to praise you. I just want to--" It's a very strong assertion of praise. A very, very
strong term is used there.
Now he says, "I want to answer the question you've asked me about women in the assembly and
about this whole idea of whether you burn your veil or not." As we look at this, it's not going to be any
great homilitical masterpiece, but I'm going to give you several points.
No. 1 is the principle statement. This is the crux of everything. Verse 3 is the statement that would
cover everything. The rest of it is an explanation of that one statement in verse 3. Here it is, the
principle stated. Later on, we'll see the principle defended and the principle responded to and some
other points, but the principle stated, "That I would have you know--" and incidentally, that little
formula is also used in Colossians 2:1, and it is apparent that Paul used it when he was telling them
something he hadn't told them before.
When he says to them, "I would not have you to be ignorant,"--that's a different phrase he uses--he is
probably saying, "I want to go further in telling you some more about what I already told you that you
don't seem to understand." When he uses this phrase, it seems as though he's saying something
new.
"I want you to know the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is the man, and the
head of Christ is God." That's the principle. "The principle is this, people. Get it. Authority and

submission pervade the whole universe. In the relationship between man and man, there is authority
and submission. In the relationship between men and God, there is authority and submission. In the
relationship between God and God, there is authority and submission." The entire universe is
pervaded by this concept. What is new here is not that the wife is to be subject to her husband. That
isn't new, because the Old Testament taught that.
What is new is the vastness, the scope of this principle. That it absolutely pervades everything.
Listen. It's simple. Think of it this way. If Christ does not submit to the Father, then redemption is not
accomplished. Man is lost, he is doomed, and God is war with Himself if the Son does not submit.
If man, on the other hand, does not submit to Christ, then man is lost. His destiny is denied.
Judgment falls on him. If woman does not submit to man in the family, the family is shattered, and
society is wrecked. God is saying, "These are the principles, everybody. There is a submissive
principle between man and man, between man and God, between God and God. It pervades
everything."
Let's look at the first one that he mentions in verse 3, "The head of every man is Christ." The head of
every man, not just the church. Christ is the head of the church, Ephesians 1:22-23. Ephesians 4:15,
5:23. Colossians 1:18. All of those verses say, "Christ the head of the church. Christ the head of the
church." He is the head.
Let me give you a footnote on this. The term "head" means "ruler, authority, governor." Christ is over
His church. He rules. He is the sovereign of His church, the governor of His church, the One Who
orders His church.
You say, "But it says there He is the head of every man." That's right. He is the ruler of every man in
the universe, every man in world. Some of them don't acknowledge His rule, but it's nonetheless
true, right? Matthew 28:18, "All authority is given unto Me in heaven and--" Where? "In earth."
Christ rules. He rules.
Philippians 2:10-11 says that, "Someday every knee will bow." I Corinthians 15:25: "For He must
reign till He hath put all enemies under His feet." Hebrews 2:8 says that, "He is been given power
over all and all things are made subject to Him."
Every creature is under the authority of Christ. Some are willingly submissive, and they constitute the
church. Some are rebellious, and they constitute the world, but nonetheless, He rules. He rules.
You know that Christ even rules the Godless, the rebels, for His own ends to His own purposes?
So you see, "The head of every man is Christ." Christ rules. He is the governor. He is the authority.
Even though men rebel, they are someday going to be brought under that authority in judgment.

Second principle: "The head of the woman is the man." Man has authority over woman. He's not just
speaking of marriage, people, He is speaking of every dimension of living in general. The man must
recognize that God has given him authority, and he has to accept that and take it and rule for God.
The woman must realize in any relationship that she has been given the place of submission.
This isn't wrong. This is the way God made it. This is the way He designed it. You don't play golf
with a fishing pole, and you don't go fishing with a golf club. God has made people in the same sense
to do a certain thing. That's the way they're made, and that's the way they function, and that's the
way they're fulfilled. "Man has authority over woman."
Thirdly, "The head of Christ is God." If you're all going to scream blue murder, "Well, the head of the
woman is the man. I don't like that." Then you just really have to stop and think about the fact that it
says that the head of Christ is God, and Christ loves it.
You see, Christ was willingly submissive to the Father. Listen, Jesus loved his church and gave
Himself for it. In that sense, the church is His subject. God loved the Son. "This is my--" What?
"Beloved Son, in Whom I'm well pleased."
"Husbands--" What? "Love your wives." It is the authority of love. It is the rule of love. Christ was
subordinated to the Father as an obedient Son. He came into the world, He says in John over and
over again. John 3, 5, 14, 17, many places. He says, "I came not to do My will but the will of Him
that sent me." "My meat is to do the Father's will." "There is one that speaks to Me, and this is the
Father. What he says and what I hear that I do." He says, "I obey. I have submitted Myself and that
was because of Love." "And the Father had a loving relationship with the Son."
It is not--and mark it--it is not that Christ is inferior to God. In fact, He said, "I and the Father are--"
What? "Are one." There's no inferiority. There is simply a role that is taken. I'll tell you something
else. Think about this. "In the truest sense, I as a member of the church am not even inferior to
Christ, Who is the head of the church, because God the Father says I am a joint heir with Christ, and
that Christ lives in me. It is only that I have taken the place of submission, the role of submission.
Someday when I get to heaven, I will be like Him."
You see, it isn't talking about inferiority/superiority. It's simply talking about role. It is simply talking
about the position that God has designed. Just so somebody doesn't scream about the fact that the
woman is to be submissive to the man, he sticks it right in between those two other things that have
to be true. The church has to be submissive to Christ, and Christ the obedient Son has to be
submissive to the Father.

If you want to deny the middle one, then you'd better be ready to deny the first and the third, see?
You've got to deny all of it or none of it. If you want to deny that Christ submitted to the Father, and
you want to deny that the church is to be submitted to Christ, then you can have the privilege that the
woman is to be submissive to the man. If you're going to grant the first two, you're going to have to
grant the other one.
That's why I say the whole idea is ludicrous. There's not even an argument Biblically. They're
making much ado about nothing. "Full of sound and fury," said Shakespeare, "signifying nothing."
So in stating the principle of subordination and authority, Paul safeguards it from tyranny and
selfishness and cruelty by showing the Father and the Son relationship that was totally a relationship
of love. The one of Christ to his church, again, totally sacrificial in its character as love.
The principle stated. Secondly--and we'll just do this one real quick--the principle applied. This is
interesting. The principle applied. Verse 4-5: "Every man praying or prophesying--" Those two
things mean talking to God and talking to people about God. Usually, prayer is talking to God about
people and prophesying is talking to people about God. "Every many praying or prophesying--" The
two dimensions of a possible ministry, vertical and horizontal. "Having his head covered dishonors
his head."
He says, "If you men, if you pray or preach with a veil on, you dishonor yourself. That's a dishonor to
your head to be covered. Every woman that prays or prophesies," talks to God or talks to people
about God, "with her head uncovered dishonors her head."
Stop there for a minute. Two parallels here. He says, "Men, pray and prophesy with your head
uncovered. Women, do it with your head covered." Is this the universal rule? Is this the divine fiat
that any woman who ever speaks, who ever prays, has got to reach into her little bag and take out
her prayer shawl? Some people think that.
Just to give you an interesting comparison to that, the Orthodox Jews believe the very opposite. Who
is it in Orthodox Judaism that wears the yarmulke? The men. You know the Romans believed the
opposite as well? My Monides says, and I quote, "Let not the wise men nor the scholars of the wise
men pray unless they be covered."
The Romans, in their pagan religion, felt that a man had to have his head covered when he prayed.
The Jews felt that a man had to have his head covered. You see the Orthodox Jews praying over in
Israel, and while they do what is called genuflect, they bob up and down, they'll always have a hat on.
They'll always have something covering their head. They'll never pray with their head uncovered,
because that's their custom.

You know, nowhere in the New Testament did Paul every correct that and did he ever say, "Now you
guys take your yarmulkes off. Get rid of your hats. Give them to your wife. She's the one who's
supposed to have it on."
No. Why? Because this isn't a universal principle. This is a custom. Paul never said anything to the
Jews or the Romans about hats or not hats or covered or uncovered. It was an issue in Corinth. In
fact, Paul as a Jew was uttering language here antagonistic to the Jewish custom of rabbinical
teaching. The Jew always wore a talif, a covering. Paul was saying, "Don't wear a covering." We
say, "Paul, you know the Jews always wear a covering." "Yeah, but these aren't Jews. If they do, it'll
be wrong for their society." It's cultural.
Paul wasn't laying down an absolute rule to be observed by all Christians. I read something this week
that said that this proves that the women should never come to church without a hat. It doesn't prove
that at all. That used to be the feeling of many people, then the hats got so bad, no one could see
and the thing died down a little bit.
That isn't the point. It's fine to wear a hat. That's wonderful, but that isn't what he's saying. He's
simply saying, "Accommodate yourselves to the custom of the Corinthians. If for a Corinthian woman
to appear submissive and modest, she wears a veil, then women, you wear a veil. Men, the opposite.
Don't violate customs that have significance in your society. Man and woman, be sure they
acquiesce to those."
I want you to notice something. This has given people a lot of problems here. It says, "Every man
praying or prophesying." It says, "Every woman praying or prophesying." People will say, "You see?
Women can pray and prophesy."
No one ever denied that. No one ever denied that women can't pray or prophesy. You say, "But you
always say that women shouldn't preach in church." That's right. It doesn't say in the Bible that a
woman can't speak to God about people and a woman can't speak to people about God. It doesn't
say that.
Notice something. Some people have wanted to put a modifier in here and have it read this way.
Verse 4: "Every man praying or prophesying in the church. Every woman praying or prophesying in
the church." Does it say that? No. Why do you want to put that in there? If God didn't need to say it,
then why do we need to say it?
We don't. Let's leave it out. There is no modifier here to indicate location. It doesn't say in the
church. It doesn't say at home. It doesn't say at this or that place. It doesn't say anything. So what
is it saying then? It's saying this: By omitting any such reference to a place or a meeting, Paul is

simply saying this--wherever and whenever it is proper for a man or for a woman to pray or prophesy,
make sure that you maintain the distinctness of the roles of men and women. He doesn't say where
it's proper or where it's not proper. He just says, "Wherever it is, do it in terms of the proper
appearance."
If you want to find out whether it's proper for a woman to do it in the church, all you have to do is go to
chapter 14. You'll find out. Verse 34: "Let the women keep silence in the churches. It is not
permitted to them to speak." That's all you need to know, right? If it says here a woman praying or
prophesying, there's one place where she won't do it. Where's that? In the church. There are other
places where she will do it. She will pray in many different places, with other people, with other
women, with her family, with close friends.
There are places where she will speak and proclaim the Gospel to unsaved friends and neighbors
and to other women and whatever, but the one place where she will not preach, where she will not
lead, is in the church. In the assembly of the church, when it comes together in its corporate
meetings, she is not permitted, because there God wants to establish the male as the authority, carry
out His pattern.
It's simple to me to just see that what Paul is simply saying here is, "The idea I'm dealing with here is
the covering, not the place that she's supposed to do this. I'll get to that later. Wherever it would be
right, she should maintain her modesty and sign of submission." Don't throw away your veil. Don't
make a big statement about your liberation. Don't show the world you're independent. Now that
you're one in Christ, you're no longer subject to your husband. No. Maintain that modesty, especially
when you're praying, especially when you're speaking to other people that they might see that.
Women may have the gift of prophesy. I'll tell you who did. Philip had four daughters with the gift of
prophesy. Did you know that? It's in Acts 21:8-9. He had four daughters with the gift of prophecy.
You say, "Where did they prophesy?" I don't know where, but I'll tell you one place they didn't
prophesy. Where? The churches.
That's simple. The custom, then, in Corinth was for a man to be uncovered, bareheaded, and women
to be veiled. Unveiled women were either prostitutes, or they were making a statement of protest
against marriage or their husbands, or they were running around looking for somebody who might be
interested in them. Paul says, "Don't do that."
On the other hand, he says, "Don't men wear a veil, either. Don't cover yourselves. People are going
to think you're effeminate." He didn't want some custom starting in the church of men covering
themselves. You know who that could refer to? A Jew, right? What happens if a Jew comes to the
Corinthian assembly? He wants to pray, so he covers himself, and everybody goes, "Oooh, look at
him. Must be a little hmmm, you know? He's acting like a woman."

"Just don't worry about it, you people who are Jewish. Throw away your talif, dump your yarmulke in
that society. It's irrelevant. It'll only confuse the issue." That's what he's saying. He's simply saying,
"Accommodate yourself to the society."
To the woman in verse 5, "Let every woman that prays or prophesies with her head uncovered
dishonors her head." In other words, she brings shame on herself. Then he says, "For that is even
all one as if she were shaved." That's as bad as shaving her. Just take it all off.
You say, "What do you mean by that?" What he means by that, basically, is this: If a woman is going
to take her veil off, she might as well just cut her hair off and join the people protesting marriage. Join
the feminist movement. As I told you earlier, it seems apparent in that day that one of the marks of
the feminist movement that occurred was the shearing of the hair so that it would be like men's hair.
That way, they were making a statement that, "We're equal to men."
If you're going to throw your veil away, you said, "You might as well cut your hair to look like a man."
This opens up a very interesting discussion about hair. That's going to be our subject next week.
(Laughter)You can do whatever you need to do this week to get ready for that. (Laughter)
He says, "You might as well, you might as well," some of you are going to have a lot of trouble
growing it, I'll tell you that, "You might as well, if you're going to throw your veil away, you might as
well go the whole route, because in essence, that's the way the world's reading it."
That's pretty straight. He says in verse 6, "If the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn. But if
it be a shame for a woman to be shorn or shaved, let her be covered." In other words, he says, "All
right, if you're going to put your veil away then shave off your head so you look like a prostitute and a
protester." They would say, "Oh! I would never do that!" He says, "Put your veil back on. Don't
compromise. You either do it or don't. Why not go all the way?" Paul just wants to force them to the
bottom line, see.
You see, what God wants to do is maintain a distinction. That's all he's saying. God wants men to be
men in the way they look. He wants men to be men in the way they act. He wants men to be men in
the responsibility they take. He wants women to be women in the way they look, the way they act,
the responsibility they take. He does not want a mixture. He doesn't want men looking like women
and women looking like men.
Whatever that means in our society, people, and it's tough in our society, because the distinctions
aren't real clear, but remember, it wasn't real easy in that society with everybody wearing a dress,
anyway. It's tough today, too, and Satan has always tried to rub out the line. Maybe it's some little
things that you can do.

Every time I see a man, for example, with an earring. I want to go-- (Laughter)That's one sign of a
woman in our society. Or makeup or whatever it is. Whatever the things are that a man can do to
look like a man and a woman can do to show herself modest and submissive and genteel and
feminine as a woman, let them be done. That's what he's saying.
Don't try to rub out the line. Keep the beauty of those distinctions. That's the principle. We've seen
the principle stated, the principle applied. Next time, we're going to see principle defended and
harmonized. Let's pray.
Father, it's been good to share these things this morning that open up our understanding to a very
practical area. Father, we thank You for the many Godly men and Godly women that You've given to
us here at Grace. We just pray that we might maintain the kind of testimony to the world and to each
other in the way we act, in the way we look, in the responsibility we take to fill that role You've
assigned to us in Your grace. Knowing that when we do that, You will pour out blessing upon us. We
just commit ourselves to You to that end. For the glory of Christ, in His name we pray, amen.
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